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College Announces Foremanship Development Program

Evening Course Offers Training In Basic Industrial Supervision

Marian College will offer a special evening program, the first of its kind on campus, to begin Feb. 17. Under the directorship of Mr. William J. Thompson, head of the Department of Business Administration, the project, called "Foremanship Development Program," will bring together 25 foremen from Indianapolis.

This new service of the college is designed to serve the specific needs of the first-line supervisor by supplementing in-shop technical training in the areas of basic economics, human relations, and leadership.

Basis Education will be taught by Mr. Henry N. Engler, a member of the Marian faculty in Accounting, who has had 17 years as a textbook writer and Certified Public Accountant. Mr. Thompson will teach the course. Human Relations, and Mr. Paul G. Pua, Vice-President of the American Institute Bankers Company, and with 22 years experience in personal training and industrial relations, will teach the Communication course.

Assembly Presents Canadian Tenor

Music Major Completes Studies: Will Give Piano Recital Feb. 16

Charles Boehm, first music major among the men students, will present a piano recital on Sunday, Feb. 16, at 8 p.m., in the college auditorium.

While piano, under the direction of Sister Ruth Irma, has been his area of concentration, he has also studied organ and voice.

Both these accomplishments are being put to use in the position of organist and choir director at St. James the Greater Church, which he has filled since last spring.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR music activities on campus for Charles have included: direction of the Schola;

Mobile Blood Unit Will Arrive on Campus For Red Cross Drive

The mobile blood unit of the Indianapolis Red Cross will set up operations at Marian College Feb. 11. Approximately 10 donors, expected to be recruited from faculty and students, will each give one pint of blood.

All the blood given in this drive will be put into a special bank to be used for hospitalized veterans of Indiana and for the poor in Indianapolis hospitals.

To qualify, donors must weigh 150 pounds or more, pass a brief physical examination, and be at least 16 years of age. Written parental permission is necessary for those under 21.

The faculty advisor for the Red Cross chapter at Marian College is Sister M. Adelaide, who will be glad to answer any questions.

Mobile Blood Unit: The mobile blood bank unit, which is expected to be recruited from faculty and students, was chosen by the respective instructors.

Second Semester Changes Announced

Second semester classes will begin on Monday, Feb. 3, with the following changes as announced by the Administration:

- Mr. James W. Tracy, Jr., S.S.B., will return to the Marian faculty as part-time instructor in Business Law, which is taught in alternate semesters. He is employed by the law firms of Ober, Tracy, and Gismondi, Indianapolis.
- New course offerings in Comparative Religion and Asseetical Theology are to be conducted for the first time. Father Charles Fuerst and Father Joseph Dwyer will be the respective instructors.

Card Party Set Feb. 6

Annual Parents and Friends card party for the benefit of Marian's athletic program, will be held in the student lounge Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.

Chairmen are Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Scheenman and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Sanders.
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**Student Social Responsibility**

How close to the recent scientific gains of illness do the students on our campuses feel? How strongly do we feel toward the problem of the arms race in general? Do students associate themselves with those concerned over the problems of Catholic intellectualism in American thought? Are our students aware of the importance and potential of the positions of those who study to change the general student attitude on any particular social issue, whether from apathy to interest or from interest to a coherent Christian outlook.

**Anyone for Cards?**

The new caricatures on the Percolator walls are fine, but it seems that an important subject has been left out.

And while we must praise the artist for his delightful work on the other cards, I would like to ask why he forgot to honor a most popular subject.

**Turns Recall Concentration Camp, Flight to Freedom in Hay Wagon**

Betty and Steve Koppi

These are among the first war memories of Betty and Steve Koppi, freshman twins at Marian College, who are refugees from Zrenjanin, Bosnia, Yugoslavia. Their town was invaded in the fall of 1944, by the Serbians. The purpose—punishment for all German inhabitants of Yugoslavia. In retaliation for the suffering by Serbian residents during the occupation of the German army. Because of military conscription all able bodied men, including children, were being used. They were now serving in the absent German army.

As a result, the Koppi’s with the other Serbians and children were sent to a nearby town to eventually perish. Their fate was altered however, when the troops discovered the Koppi’s religiosity and their mother’s strain of Hungarian blood. Mrs. Koppi was thin sent to a concentration camp. The children were placed in an orphanage by relatives.

A year later as Serbian surveillance tightened, the Koppi’s were sent to a nearby town and the children were allowed to meet their parents. When the night, the family made their escape to Hungary.

Concealed in the bottom of a hay wagon they traveled at the risk of their lives. At last long the courageous mother and children were reunited with Mrs. Koppi and remained for five years in Austria.

On their second appeal to the Catholic refugee committee, the family obtained sponsorship from an American farmer in Massachusetts. They were invited to the United States, passage by a Catholic organization and eventually enrolled in America. The twins, after completing their eighth grade and high school education in the United States, Betty and Steve were host, students throughout high school. Steve excelled in mathematics and was a member of both the math and debate team. Betty was quadrennial French student and she mentored the honor of Vanguardism in her social class.

Their accomplishments are truly concrete examples of the American ideals they held closest to their hearts—freedom and equality for all.

**Point of View**

Press’ Duty to Present True Facts to Public

‘Out of Focus’ Glasses Give Tainted Views

“Come With the Wind,” that magic motion picture of 1939, captured the old South in all its sensory and visual. It also depicted the fall of an empire, and gave an interesting note as to why it fallen.

In the early part of the picture, the gentlemen farmers were lounging in the library of a great white plantation while the ladies sat in the garden in their hoop skirts, eating cake. In just a few months from that quiet and restful Sunday afternoon, the gentlemen farmers had all died or wounded; the plantation house and its waters were now serving the absent German army.

It had been a great shock for these people to see their world crumble about their ears. They had not been prepared for such a turn of events, especially because the Confederate army was supposed to have won the battle in the first scene. The South had overestimated of its own strength because of pride. And they frequently do—sometimes real, and sometimes by means of fiction. For example, seeing the people of a certain group they form a picture of it. Not only by his party, but by the people of a certain group, and with anyone who gave him a hard time.

This didn’t go over with the newspapers, and they form public opinion. Newspapers can color a story to suit their purposes; and they often do—sometimes even colored and sometimes black. There are, for example, seen world events largely through “elephant shaped glasses,” which are sometimes out of focus.

American cannot be ready until she is ready, and until the facts are presented as facts, not as tools.

**Sympathy**

Faulkner and students extend sympathy to Rafaela Rodriguez, Mary and Charles Daul, and James Schell on the death of their fathers.

Prayers are being offered.
Among Our Students
Soph Personalities Love Music; Burn Energy at Studies, Sports
by Norberta Muck

Here’s one answer to the demand for scientists and mathematicians. Delia is a sophomore who does it all. Delia is a chemistry major who, besides being a science student, also takes an active part in the drama club and is a member of the cheerleading squad. She is a member of the National Honor Society and plans to continue her studies in the future.

Janet Smith is a junior who has been active in the field of journalism. She is a member of the newspaper staff and has written articles on a variety of topics, including current events and local news. She has also been involved in community service projects and has volunteered for several organizations.

Marian Students Attend Convention
Four members of the Marian Sodality of Our Lady of the Assumption, Virginia Mary, will attend the Sodality’s National Convention in Detroit on April 28.

T. Peter, junior, will be the convention speaker. He is a member of the Sodality and is well known for his leadership abilities. He will discuss the Sodality’s activities and achievements during the past year. He will also present a report on the Sodality’s plans for the future.

The convention will feature several speakers, including the Rev. Father James M. O’Toole, who will discuss the Sodality’s role in the Catholic Church. Other speakers will include John J. O’Shea, Josephine M. O’Shea, and Mary Ann O’Shea.

The convention will be held at the Detroit Hotel, and delegates from all over the United States will attend. The convention will conclude with a banquet and a dance.

Sodality Offers ‘Way of Life’
For Sanctification of Students
by Judy Hines

(Editors note: The Sodality of the Blessed Virgin is one of the largest and most important organizations on campus. It is a eucharistic support of the Church’s activities and aims to promote the sanctification of students.)

At present the Sodality has charge of the Marian Center which provides two hours of wholesome activities on Saturday afternoon for the young people in a downtown neighborhood. This service of the organization is open to anyone interested in the work.

The Sodality of Our Lady will continue, in its way, to help Mary by serving God through Mary.

Seal Drive Aids Crippled Children
Plans are being made for Marian College to support the annual Easter Seal Campaign by entertaining a Marian Queen in order to represent candidates from Indiana Central College and Butler University for the title of Queen of Indiana’s 1958 Easter Seal campaign.

Students will elect the Marian Queen by contributing money to the fund box of the girl of their choice. Eight nominees will represent classes, residence, day students, nursing students, and faculty members authorized by the Archdiocesan Department.

The final winner will be selected by the public.

Club Corner
NCEMA
Proceeds from the sale of carvings and censers was donated as a tuition grant for one semester of music lessons. This is the fourth time in the history of the NCEMA that such a grant has been given. A total of $15,000 was raised.

Home Economics
Kate Maris’s feature article appeared in the Indiana State College Home Economics Club’s magazine, The New View of Life. At Feb. 6 meeting plans for an upcoming project will be made.

CSMC
“Potential Development of African Resources” will be the topic of the February discussion meeting.

ANOTHER PICTURE from the files depicts the Phoenix staff of 1944-45, left to right, Beatrice Hynes, Carmen de Barros, Joan Dufco, Delores Martini, editor; Rita Krekeler, Rosemary Kalafut and Naomi Raney.
LOCKING HEAVENWARD are cheerleaders Tam Hacker (center) and (clockwise) Barbara Kin, Patty McCoy, Barbara Cohen and Donna Darlak.

News Briefs

Dr. William McKeefer, coor- dinator of the North Central Asso- ciation Liberal Arts Study Com- mittee, and dean of Alma College, Alma, Mich., spoke at an assembly on Jan. 16. "Personal Enrichment Through College Education" was his topic.

On the feast of St. Bluder, Feb. 3, the traditional blowing of trumpets will take place in the chapel.

Sister Gertrude Marie, head of the Mathematics Department, is attending a national mathematics convention in Cincinnati, Jan. 30-
31.

Marian junior, Paul Fox, president of the Fort Wayne Region, attended the National Winter Council meeting held in Chicago.

Athletic Director

Request Pictures

Athletic director Walt Fields is in the process of compiling a pictorial history of Marian's athletic teams.

He has put out a special call requesting anyone having any pictures of the Marian College basketball teams of 1954-55 and 1955-56, to please send them to him so he might have prints made from them. They will be returned.

Recent Box Scores

Below are the basketball box scores from the last two games of the Knights:

**Oakland City (86)**
- FG... FT-A... PF
- Butler (10).... 2... 5... 4
- Thresher.... 3... 7... 2
- Edgerton.... 4... 6... 4
- Thresher.... 3... 7... 2
- Keg. 8... 5... 4
- Stew... 7... 5... 6
- Schill... 6... 4... 5
- Dill... 9... 9... 5
- Tott.... 6... 10... 3
- Totals... 32... 32-25... 71

**Indiana Central**
- FG... FT-A... PF
- Butler (10).... 12... 5... 2
- Thresher.... 11... 3-1... 3
- Edgerton.... 10... 6... 4
- Stew... 9... 4-2... 4
- Keg. 8... 5... 4
- Schill... 7... 5... 6
- Dill... 6... 4... 5
- Tott.... 5... 10... 3
- Totals... 30... 28-21... 71

**Notes**

**Rematch Set**

**Tomorrow Night in Sceena Gym**

Sceena Mem.orial High School's gym will be the scene tomorrow night when the fast rising Marian Knights tangle with the Greyhounds of Indiana Central at 8 p.m.

Indiana Central defeated the Marian Knights in their first meeting of the current season in the University Heights goal ball, by a score of 31-11, in a very close game.

Although the Knights lost the ball game, they still hit a fine .444 from the field, with 20 points in 45 attempts. This has been a characteristic of Marian basketball during their first 6 ball games.

Central hit a tremendous .525 combined from 85 attempts. Both clubs had a fair night at the chariot drive, Central hitting 19 of 35 for a .544 average, and Marian a little better, sinking 18 of 35 attempts for a .514 average.

In tomorrow night’s game, Marian fans will watch once again to see if new team members, Dave Bertram, guard Larry Hanni, and George DeHart, and Bob Murphy, high jumping forward and Bob Murphy produce an average height of 6'8''.

That night seemed small, and it is, but what they lack in size they surely make up for in desire and determination.

**Squires Victorious in Early Games**

A second Marian basketball team has been having a good season also. Those are the Marian Squires, better known as the Reserves.

To date, the team has suffered only one setback in four games, and that to the Central game the Knights had scored 91 points, compared to a total of 60 points for the same number of games last year.

Their opponents have 90 points thus far, compared to 163 last year. Although we have scored 7 points less, which is due to the type of offense the team was this year, look at the job being done on our opponents’ scoring. It’s a Fair Job.

**Mapping second half strategy, Marian coach Walt Fields is seen talking to his serious team.**
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